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Abstract With the development of more and more sophisticated Music Information
Retrieval (MIR) approaches, aspects of adaptivity are becoming an increasingly important research topic. Even though, adaptive techniques have already found their way
into MIR systems and contribute to robustness or user satisfaction they are not always
identified as such. This paper attempts a structured view on the last decade of MIR
research from the perspective of adaptivity in order to increase awareness and promote
the application and further development of adaptive techniques. To this end, different
approaches from a wide range of application areas that share the common aspect of
adaptivity are identified and systematically categorized.

1 Introduction
Why is adaptivity interesting in the context of Music Information Retrieval (MIR)?
Even though the term “adaptive” does not appear directly in recent surveys by Orio
(2006) and Casey et al (2008) nor in the analysis of the “ISMIR cloud” by Grachten et al
(2009), adaptivity is a core element of many MIR applications. Whilst not (yet) being
a primary research topic in MIR, studying adaptivity has a long tradition in the field
of control theory (Astrom and Wittenmark, 1994; Michels et al, 2006), artificial neural
networks and nature-inspired systems in general (Gabrys et al, 2005; Martı́n H. et al,
2009). In classic (text) information retrieval the term “adaptive information retrieval”
was coined in the late eighties by Belew (1989) and with “adaptive hypermedia” a whole
new research field has emerged in the nineties – tightly coupled with user-modeling
(Brusilovsky, 1996, 2001). Adaptive systems can help in application areas with high
diversity, where some decisions cannot be made during system design but have to be
taken during runtime, where certain initial model assumptions are expected not to be
static and dynamic parameters are required, or where goals cannot be stated directly
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a priori but only indirectly by means of feedback during runtime. To come back to
and answer the initial question: Especially in MIR, which has to cope not only with a
large diversity in music signals but also with users with different backgrounds, tastes
and perceptions of music, adaptive techniques have the potential to improve system
performance significantly.
This survey looks back at the last decade of MIR research from the perspective
of adaptivity and highlights existing MIR approaches that reveal at different levels
some kind of adaptivity. The goal is to increase the awareness of adaptive techniques
and promote their application and further development in the future. Though the
authors tried to give a broad and systematic overview of the subject to the best of
their knowledge, the coverage is most likely far from being complete. Nevertheless,
it gives an impression of the diversity of possible applications and provides a lot of
pointers for the reader to dig deeper into this broad field of research.
This paper is structured as follows: The following section introduces a working
definition of adaptivity and proposes a generic model for adaptive systems. Both will
be used throughout this paper to categorize the various approaches. Section 3 is the
main part where a broad range of adaptive systems grouped by application area is
described. Afterwards, Section 4 gives a systematic overview and categorization of the
works covered in Section 3. Finally, possible future developments and challenges are
pointed out in Section 5.

2 Adaptive Systems
Before addressing adaptive music retrieval, the concept of adaptivity needs to be clarified. This is all but trivial as the term is used in the context of several research areas
and mostly in an intuitive manner. However, in order to tell whether an approach is
to be considered adaptive or not, specific characteristics are required. Therefore, this
section attempts to give a definition of the crucial terms used throughout this paper
– in the hope that they prove to be useful beyond its scope. The ideas throughout
this section are based on recent work by Broy et al (2009) who proposed a universally
practicable definition of adaptive systems by means of system engineering.1

2.1 A Definition of Adaptable and Adaptive Systems
Let S be a black-box system whose internal structure and processes are not relevant
for the following considerations. Further, S shall be interactive in the sense that it
continuously interchanges information with its environment. For the sake of simplicity
– but without losing generality – let S have only one input and one output channel.2
Through the input, S may receive data as well as commands (e.g., issued by a user of
the system) which result in some observable or measurable output. The term “output”
is used here in the most generic way. It could, for instance, be a (classification) label,
1 Most importantly, the definition by Broy et al (2009) is generalized here with respect to the
system context (instead treating user and environment separately) and simplified regarding
inputs and outputs. Further, the aspect of goal orientation is added and a generic internal
structure of the system is proposed that links adaptable and adaptive systems.
2 In case of multiple inputs or outputs, these can be combined into a single meta-input or
-output respectively.
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a distance or similarity value, a ranked list of objects, a complex visualization, or
even a command that controls another system. The behavior of S is specified by a
set-valued input/output (I/O) function that defines a relation between the input and
the output, which can be observed from the outside. Specifying the function does not
require knowledge about the internals of S as it can be represented by the history of all
input/output value-pairs. For instance, for a query-by-example retrieval system, which
takes a query q as input and outputs a ranked result list l, the behavior is defined by
all observed pairs (q, l).
S is adaptable if and only if it provides means to change its behavior externally by
some parameters and this system property is referred to as adaptability. The respective
change with respect to the (invisible) internal structure and (visible) behavior of S is
called adaptation. Again this is to be understood as generic as possible. An adaptation
may range from changing a single parameter value to a complete internal restructuring
of S.
Based on this concept, the notion of adaptivity can be defined as follows: For
this, let C(S) be the context of S in the broadest possible sense. It comprises the
(operational) environment, the user context (cf. Dey (2001); Dey and Abowd (2000)),
and the data (i.e., input/output values and their characteristics). S is called (context)
adaptive and the respective system property (context) adaptivity if and only if:
1. S behaves differently in different contexts given the same input, and
2. the respective adaptation (i.e., the difference in behavior) of S is goal-driven in
that it aims to optimize the system’s behavior in the given context according to
some pre-defined measure.
Although it seems tempting to solely demand (1), this would imply that a system
producing random output is considered adaptive – which is obviously not desirable.
Additionally, (2) enables evaluation of the system with respect to its adaptivity.

2.2 A Generic Model for Adaptive Systems
Based on the above definition, this section proposes a generic architecture for adaptive
systems that can be utilized for system analysis, comparison or classification as shown
later in this paper. Figure 1 shows the schematic of such a generic adaptive system. As
the definition implies, an adaptive system requires some means of (partially) sensing its
context in a pro-active manner, some kind of knowledge representation of the context
(context model ) and some means to change the behavior of the system based on this
knowledge. For analytic reasons, the latter part can be – rather artificially – subdivided
into an encapsulated adaptable system which is responsible for the actual processing
of the input and an adaptation logic that evaluates the context model and chooses
appropriate parameters for the adaptable system according to the goal. Optionally, the
means for (partially) adapting the internal adaptable system may be made accessible
from the outside making the system both, adaptable and adaptive. Additionally, a
dynamic adaptation logic can be achieved by substituting it with another adaptable or
adaptive system. Through recursive substitution, arbitrarily complex adaptive systems
can be modeled. Similarly, it is possible to concatenate or cascade adaptive systems in
case this is helpful for system analysis and modeling.
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Fig. 1

A generic model of adaptive systems.

3 Applications in MIR
The general information retrieval process within a MIR system can roughly be divided
into three parts as illustrated by Figure 2: At the center, there is the actual core retrieval
system consisting of a retrieval model, some index and database structures and the
respective algorithms for structuring, ranking or classification. The user interface part
facilitates interaction with the user. It allows to pose queries and presents the retrieval
result. On the other end, the data interface part provides the connection to the music
(and music-related) data. In some cases, an additional component for gathering the
data may be involved such as a crawler which is, however, not further covered here.

Fig. 2 Model of the general information retrieval process based on Nürnberger and Detyniecki
(2005). Numbers refer to the sections that address adaptive approaches in the respective application area.

There are various possibilities to integrate adaptive techniques into such a MIR
system. Figure 2 shows how this section subdivides the different approaches according
to their field of application within the general information retrieval process. A brief
overview of typical adaptation goals for the different components is given in Table 1.
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Table 1 Typical adaptation goals of the different retrieval components shown in Figure 2.
adaptive component

adaptation goal

user-adaptive querying
user-adaptive presentation
user-adaptive structuring
data-adaptive structuring
user-adaptive ranking
data-adaptive ranking
user-adaptive classification
data-adaptive feature extraction

better “understanding” of the user’s information need
increase understandability
structures that reflect the user’s individual way of structuring
respond to changes in the dataset
rank according to the user’s understanding of relevance
increase diversity within the result list
reflect the user’s classification criteria
increase robustness and quality of the extracted features

In general, components belonging to the user interaction part can be adapted to the
user: For query components, the goal might be to better “understand” what the user
means by the query - i.e., to reduce its “fuzziness”. This may, for instance, involve the
compensation of errors or enriching the query with implicit information derived from
the context. The adaptation of presentation parameters usually aims to increase the
understandability of the retrieval results and hence facilitate a better user experience.
In contrast to this, the feature extraction part can benefit from data-adaptivity which
may increase the robustness and overall quality of the extracted information. The
core retrieval system may comprise both, data- and user-adaptive components: Dataadaptive structuring techniques can respond to changes in the dataset whereas useradaptive methods aim to construct structures that are easier (and at best intuitively)
understandable for a specific user by reflecting his way of structuring. Rankings can
be adapted with respect to the data in order to increase the diversity or according to
some learned user preferences such as a feature weighting. User-adaptive classification
aims to reflect the user’s classification criteria.

3.1 Adaptive Feature Extraction
Music content can be represented in various ways – e.g., as audio signal of a recording,
as scanned image of sheet music or as symbolic score. From these representations,
features need to be extracted that capture the relevant information for solving the
respective retrieval task of the MIR system. Depending on the task, these features may
be close to the raw data (i.e., low-level ) or capture abstract high-level concepts like key,
mode, tonality or chord progressions. Often, several feature extractors are chained in
this process increasing the complexity of the extracted features with each step. A lot of
research in MIR is focused on improving the quality and robustness of content-based
features. As shown in the following, adaptive techniques can already be applied at a
very early stage of the extraction process. At this level, adaptivity itself is mostly only a
minor aspect of the specific contributions. Nevertheless, applying adaptive techniques
can still make a significant difference. Often, the general rationale is here to guide
the extraction of a critical feature by means of the exploitation of other co-occurring
feature(s) or of larger spectro-temporal contexts. Moreover, the systems described in
Section 3.1.7 and Section 3.1.8 demonstrate how user feedback can be incorporated to
improve performance.
For some of the approaches discussed in the following, data-adaptivity only becomes
evident at a closer perspective by decomposing the system as illustrated in Figure 1.
Here, the adaptable system at the core analyses only a small confined portion of the
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total input to produce a part of the output. The adaptation logic, however, has access
to a larger (usually spectro-temporal) scope or different co-occurring features. Based
on this context information, appropriate parameter values for the underlying adaptable
system can be chosen at runtime to increase performance.
3.1.1 Peak Picking with Dynamic Thresholding
There is a wide range of feature extraction approaches that apply adaptive thresholding
to identify peaks in the audio input signal. Publicly available MIR tools such as aubio
(Brossier, 2005) or the MIRToolbox (Lartillot and Toiviainen, 2007) have long been
providing methods for peak picking with dynamic thresholds. Here, the underlying
adaptable system is a simple threshold function. The dynamic threshold parameter of
this function is derived from a short (sliding) window of the input values, which serves
as context. For onset detection, peaks above this threshold with sufficient loudness can
be selected (Chordia and Rae, 2007; Ravelli et al, 2008; You and Dannenberg, 2007).
Apart from this common application, peak picking with dynamic thresholding has also
been used in the context of audio identification (Betser et al, 2007). Further areas
where dynamic thresholding is applied comprise audio to score matching (Montecchio
and Orio, 2009) and segmentation of audio recordings (Marolt, 2009; Su et al, 2009)
3.1.2 Tempo Estimation with Adaptive Window Size
Müller et al (2009) extract tempo parameters from audio recordings of expressive music
performances using an onset-dependent adaptive window size. The approach is based on
the assumption that note onsets are the main source for inducing tempo information.
The motivation is, that in order to obtain a meaningful tempo estimation, a larger
window is needed in passages where only few notes are played whereas otherwise a
smaller window size suffices. Thus, instead of specifying the window size in terms of
a fixed number of input values, the authors propose a definition in terms of a fixed
number of inter-onset-intervals.
3.1.3 Pitch Detection with an Adaptive Strategy
An approach for automatic violin transcription from audio recordings with an adaptive
strategy for pitch estimation is presented by Loscos et al (2006). The pitch detection
process is guided by a harmonic descriptor that classifies the input signal as monophonic or polyphonic. Based on this information, either simple or more demanding
pitch estimation techniques are applied accordingly.
3.1.4 Estimation of the Fundamental Frequency (F0) with Adaptive Tone Models
Goto (2001) describes an extension of an approach for predominant fundamental frequency estimation from audio recordings (PreFEst) that makes use of adaptive tone
models. Model parameters are adapted for each song on the basis of the Maximum A
Posteriori (MAP) probability estimation by using the Expectation Maximization (EM)
algorithm. Experiments to estimate the fundamental frequencies of the melody and
bass lines in compact-disc recordings with the extended system showed improvements
in performance and robustness. The approach is extended by Fujihara et al (2006) to
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identify vocal sections where the vocal melody line is actually represented by using a
two-state Hidden Markov Model (HMM) with vocal and non-vocal states.
3.1.5 Key Recognition with Adaptive Frequency Weighting
Chuan and Chew (2005) describe a fuzzy analysis technique for pitch-class determination for polyphonic audio key finding, which incorporates an adaptive level weighting
step. This step aims to increase the robustness of the pitch values obtained from a Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) of the signal. From the resulting values, pitch class profiles
are derived and later used to determine the key. The respective weight for each predefined pitch range is inferred from information about the density of the signal in that
range. The authors state that this weighting is particularly effective in clarifying low
pitches in late romantic music.
3.1.6 Context-Sensitive Chord and Key Recognition
When it comes to infer chords or key information from audio data, context information
has proven to be very valuable as most approaches make assumptions that do not
necessarily always hold: For instance, not all music recordings adhere to the standard
tuning frequency of 440 Hz as pointed out by Lerch (2006) and several approaches have
been proposed to adapt the tuning accordingly (Harte and Sandler, 2005; Peeters,
2006; Zhu and Kankanhalli, 2006). Using beat-synchronous chroma features, which
requires context information about onsets, can increase performance over frame-byframe approaches (Bello and Pickens, 2005). Further, certain (vague) knowledge about
the chord probabilities may significantly increase performance. Reinhard et al (2008)
use neighborhood chord histograms to adapt the (a priori) probabilities of the chords
and this way “smooth” the predictions. Furthermore, they give a systematic survey
of other post-processing methods. In the case of the popular HMM-based approaches
(Sheh and Ellis, 2003) the post-processing is implicitly done in the Viterbi decoding
using the chord history as context information. The Viterbi decoding is an algorithm
that finds the optimal path in a sequence of states based firstly on the similarity of
the observed input to the state output probability distribution and secondly on the
transition probabilities contained in the transition matrix. The transition matrix may
be learned (Sheh and Ellis, 2003) or manually defined encoding musical knowledge
(Bello and Pickens, 2005; Papadopoulos and Peeters, 2007). For additional adaptation,
the HMM can also be trained on the currently processed piece using the standard
EM algorithm (Bello and Pickens, 2005). HMMs have also been proven suitable for
the closely related task of key detection (Lee and Slaney, 2007; Noland and Sandler,
2006). The context information about the key of the piece can be exploited as a third
option for smoothing chord predictions (Maddage et al, 2004; Shenoy and Wang, 2005).
An approach that integrates bass pitch estimation in a probabilistic framework for
hypothesis-search-based chord recognition is described by Sumi et al (2008). Mauch and
Dixon (2010b) use a dynamic Bayesian network with four hidden source layers jointly
modeling metric position, key, chord, and bass (pitch class) and two observed layers
corresponding to low-level audio features for bass and treble tonal content as shown
in Figure 3. This sophisticated modeling of the musical context allows to differentiate
between 109 different chord classes – compared to the 24 major and minor chords
commonly addressed – with a classification accuracy that exceeds the previous state
of the art significantly.
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Fig. 3 An example for very sophisticated context-sensitive feature extraction: Illustration
from Mauch and Dixon (2010a) of a dynamic Bayesian network modeling direct dependencies
(arrows) between observable low-level audio features (gray) and high-level concepts for two
consecutive beats.

3.1.7 Adaptive Optical Music Recognition
Optical Music Recognition (OMR) is the task of transcribing a symbolic representation
from scanned sheet music. Like for audio feature extraction, OMR approaches also have
to deal with a large content variability – especially for older sheet music. During the
normal usage of any OMR tool, errors are manually corrected by the user. This is
valuable feedback information that can be used by an adaptive OMR system to adapt
on-the-fly to the currently processed material. Such an approach is described by Pugin
et al (2007). The system uses an HMM that is pre-trained for the general OMR task
but initially does not have any training information with respect to the book of scores
to be processed. As soon as first corrections are made by the user, this feedback is
incorporated into a book-dependent HMM using MAP adaptation. The authors report
that the adaptation after only a couple of pages causes a reduction of recognition
failures by a factor of nearly two and an increase of the precision at the same time.
3.1.8 Singer-Adaptation in QBSH
Query-by-Singing/Humming (QBSH) systems transcribe a sung or hummed query and
search for related musical themes in a database, returning the most similar themes. A
QBSH system that is able to adapt to different singers by learning from user-provided
feedback on the search results is described by Little et al (2007). To this end, a trainable
note segmentation system and an easily parametrized singer error model are proposed.
Suitable model parameters are found by a straightforward genetic algorithm. The sys-
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tem was tested on a database containing 1001 melodies with 10 singers and 15 queries
each that were drawn from the QBSH dataset of the 2006 Music Information Retrieval
Evaluation eXchange (MIREX). Results show significant improvement in performance
given only ten example queries from a particular user.

3.2 User-Adaptive Recommendation
The development of music recommender systems has become a well established field
of research in MIR – with obvious commercial potential. Adapting recommendations
to the user can significantly increase user satisfaction. User preference modeling aims
to learn about the user’s taste, i.e., which tracks, artists or genres a user likes or
dislikes. As taste may change over time, recommender systems should be able to adapt
accordingly.
Hoashi et al (2003) train a Tree Vector Quantizer (TreeQ) to discriminate songs that
a user likes and dislikes on a small initial training set. The TreeQ is used to generate
reference histograms from the bin assignments of all songs belonging to one class. It
further quantizes unknown songs into individual histograms that can be compared
with the references for classification (both interpreted as vectors). The user can give
relevance feedback on the classifications which is incorporated using a method based
on the original Rocchio approach for text retrieval (Rocchio, 1971). This results in a
continuous update of the user model.
Mandel et al (2006) use a Support Vector Machine (SVM) to classify songs as
positive or negative based on user feedback. To refine the classifier, the system asks the
user to label only the most informative songs, i.e., those close to the decision boundary.
This iterative active learning approach requires half as many labels to achieve the
results of the passive learning scheme or, alternately, can increase the precision-at-20
by ten percent with the same number of labels.
Good Vibrations (Sandvold et al, 2006) lets the user tag songs with whatever semantic association the user may want to create. Using predictive models, built from
content-based audio descriptors and the annotations already provided by the user, the
system automatically proposes tags for other songs. Feedback from tag corrections is
collected and incorporated into the user model. Based on the concepts, playlists can
be generated.
The system described by Moh and Buhmann (2008) gathers information about
whether a user likes or dislikes an artist. A user model is derived using an extension of
the online passive-aggressive algorithm – a discriminative kernel algorithm that learns
sequentially – with kernel expansion (PA-L-EX). This approach avoids the tendency of
kernelized online large margin methods to use more and more support vectors which
inevitably leads to constraint violations and high computational costs and space. However, it is still capable of recalling historically learned events and can adapt to changing
data distributions as shown in experiments.

3.3 User- & Context-Adaptive Playlist Generation
Automatic playlist creation is a popular MIR application, which can also be used in a
recommendation scenario. One way to adapt playlists to an individual user is to learn
from feedback such as skips (Section 3.3.1). Further, the playlist generation process
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can be guided by information about the listening context (Section 3.3.2). In this case,
the term “context” refers to context-of-use, i.e., the environment with respect to to the
generic model shown in Figure 1.
3.3.1 Learning from Feedback
PATS (Personalized Automatic Track Selection) by Pauws and Eggen (2002) is an
adaptive system for playlist generation that learns from user feedback. The system
generates a playlist for a specific user context through dynamic clustering. The user
can then select songs in the playlist that in his opinion do not fit the current contextof-use. From this preference feedback, new feature weights in the underlying similarity
measure are derived by an inductive learning algorithm based on the construction of
a decision tree that uncovers the feature values classifying songs into the categories
“preferred” and “rejected”.
The system described by Wolter et al (2008) uses a set of classifiers – each one
representing a different high-level characteristic – to generate ranked lists for a seed
song.3 For each song contained in at least one ranked list, a profile vector is created
storing the inverse ranks with respect to the classifiers and the seed song. The ranked
lists are aggregated and presented to the user who can rate songs as positive or negative.
From the profiles of the rated songs, the system can derive which characteristics are
most discriminative and adapt the result list accordingly.
The SatisFly system uses constraint-satisfaction (Pauws and van de Wijdeven,
2005) and a local search procedure based on simulated annealing (Pauws et al, 2006)
to construct playlists that meet user-defined constraints. As a fully manual specification
of the constraints is required, this system is only adaptable. However, it could easily be
turned into an adaptive (and more interactive) system by letting it pro-actively infer
constraints from user actions. Such approach has already been described for constraintbased learning of a similarity metric by Stober and Nürnberger (2008a).
Several song selection heuristics for dynamic playlist generation based on content
similarity and the user’s skipping behavior are proposed by Pampalk et al (2005b). The
goal is to minimize the number of skips which at the same time is supposed to maximize
satisfaction. The heuristics are evaluated by several simulations including a simulated
transition of user preference from one genre to another. The best performing heuristic
was basically to recommend songs close to any of the user’s favorite songs, and far
away from banned songs. Compared to a purely content-based approach, this heuristic
drastically reduces the number of skips as an indicator for user satisfaction. For future work, the authors propose to introduce an artist filter that avoids having a large
number of pieces from the same artist right after each other and thus increases diversity. Pampalk and Gasser (2006) further elaborate the approach: A playlist generator
is presented that allows users to define personalized radio stations (such as “wake-up
music”) by selecting a seed song or artist. Users can further control the frequency with
which songs and artists are repeated. Instead of collecting implicit feedback for skips,
this system requires the user to rate recommended songs explicitly. While this makes
recommendations more transparent, it also requires a lot more manual adaptation by
the user. Heuristics for automatically updating the music on a mobile player based
on personal listening behavior are investigated by Pohle et al (2008). The aim is to
3 The seed song is initially provided by the user. Later, the system uses positively rated
songs as seed.
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automatically discard those pieces of music from the player which the listener is fed
up with, while new music is automatically selected from a large repository of available
music. The same song selection heuristics as proposed by Pampalk et al (2005b) are
applied to select new songs. Further, heuristics for removal based on the user’s skipping behavior are proposed. The heuristics are tested in a simulation experiment and
show significant improvement over the random baseline when weighted according to
the number of times a song has actually been listened to.
3.3.2 Adapting to the Listening Context
Apart from skipping behavior or preferences on what kind of music a user prefers, there
has been recent development to exploit information about the listening or usage context. Several motivating papers can be found pointing out possible benefits from such
information (Cunningham et al, 2008; Laube et al, 2008; Reynolds et al, 2007; Stober
and Nürnberger, 2009). On the other hand, a recent survey by Stober et al (2009) shows
that users are reluctant to allow logging and analysis of listening context information
unless there is some visible benefit. In the field of ubiquitous computing, recommender
systems for music have been proposed that use easily measurable environmental data
to differentiate between listening contexts:
The M 3 music recommender system described by Lee and Lee (2006) uses a twostep case-based reasoning approach for context-aware recommendation. First, information about season, month, day of the week, weather and temperature is used to
infer whether the user wants to listen to some music. This decision is made through
case-based reasoning on the user’s listening history. If music is likely to be desired,
a second case-based reasoning step infers whether the music should be slow, fast or
may have any tempo. Here, the tempo is estimated from the genre tag, assuming that
songs belonging to the genres “Ballad” and “R&B” are slow whereas songs belonging
to “Rock/Metal” and “Dance” are fast.
Park et al (2006) describe a context-aware music recommendation system that
apart from weather (temperature, humidity, weather and forecast) and time (season
and time of day) data also incorporates the ambient noise level recorded by a microphone and the illumination measured by a sensor. The continuous data is discretized
to fuzzy membership vectors with respect to predefined fuzzy sets. The resulting data
is processed by a Bayesian network that infers the current context. Explicitly created
user-profiles are then used to recommend songs with regard to the context.
A “music recommender system for the smart office” is proposed by Guan et al
(2006). The system uses basic content-based classifiers to assign the available songs to
distinct genre and mood classes. Songs are recommended that comply with the genres
specified in the user profile and match the user’s current mood. The user’s mood is
predicted by a naı̈ve Bayesian classifier that takes into account the user’s location, the
time of day, what other people are in a room with him, the weather outside, and his
stock portfolio.
PAPA (Psychology and Purpose-Aware Automatic Playlist Generation) (Oliver and
Kreger-Stickles, 2006) uses sensors that measure certain bio-signals such as the pulse
as immediate feedback for the music currently played. This information is then used
to learn which characteristics of music have a certain effect on the user. Based on
this continuously adapting model, playlists for certain purposes can be created. The
MPTrain player (Oliver and Flores-Mangas, 2006), for instance, selects suitable music
for an optimal workout.
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Similarly, PersonalSoundtrack (Elliott and Tomlinson, 2006) works with sensor
data from an accelerometer and user feedback. According to the authors, the system
follows an affective model of arousal, valence, and stance where tempo (arousal) directly
affects enjoyment and receptivity (valence and stance). Given this model, the goal is to
synchronize user arousal (in steps per minute) with music tempo to promote positive
valence and open stance. In case a song is explicitly skipped, the playback probability
of that song is modified using a very basic update formula.
Another system that automatically selects music appropriate for running exercises
by making a correlation between musical tempo and runner’s step frequency measured
by an accelerometer is described by Niitsuma et al (2008). First commercial products
that include the required sensor hardware are already available such as the Yamaha
BODiBEAT music player4 or the Nike+iPod Sport Kit 5 .

3.4 Data-Adaptive Collection Structuring
In the field of MIR, Self-Organizing Maps (SOMs) have become very popular for collection structuring and visualization. They are inherently data-adaptive with the general
goal to reflect the possibly changing data distribution in the collection: During training,
each presented data point leads to a modification of the internal parameters (weights
and thresholds) such that the response is amplified the next time. SOM-based systems
comprise the SOM-enhanced Jukebox (SOMeJB) (Rauber et al, 2002), the Islands of
Music (Pampalk et al, 2002, 2003) and nepTune (Knees et al, 2007), the MusicMiner
(Mörchen et al, 2005), the PlaySOM- and PocketSOM-Player (Neumayer et al, 2005)
(the latter being a special interface for mobile devices), the BeatlesExplorer (Stober
and Nürnberger, 2008a), the SoniXplorer (Lübbers, 2005; Lübbers and Jarke, 2009),
the Globe of Music (Leitich and Topf, 2007), and the tabletop applications MUSICtable
(Stavness et al, 2005), MarGrid (Hitchner et al, 2007), SongExplorer (Julia and Jorda,
2009) and (Diakopoulos et al, 2009). Apart from this basic data-adaptivity, it is furthermore possible to allow the SOM to change its structure which adds another level
of adaptivity: Growing versions of SOMs as used by Rauber et al (2002), Pampalk
et al (2005a), Dopler et al (2008), and Stober and Nürnberger (2008a) can adapt incrementally to changes in the data collection whereas other approaches may always need
to generate a new structuring from scratch. Moreover, the approaches described by
Rauber et al (2002), Pampalk et al (2005a), and Dopler et al (2008) learn a Growing
Hierarchical Self-Organizing Map (GHSOM). Finally, there exist several approaches to
similarity-based structuring that are able to adapt their underlying metric according
to user preference (Lübbers and Jarke, 2009; Stober and Nürnberger, 2008a). Section
3.5.2 covers these approaches in detail.

3.5 Adaptive Music Similarity
A suitable similarity measure is crucial for the performance of many commonly used
approaches for clustering, classification or ranking. Hence, metric learning has been a
topic of interest in general information retrieval for some time. The general objective is
4
5

http://www.yamaha.com/bodibeat/
http://www.apple.com/ipod/nike/
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either to get a query closer to the relevant objects (in a classic retrieval scenario) or to
refine the decision boundary between relevant and irrelevant objects (in a classification
or clustering scenario which does not necessarily require a query).
In the field of MIR, early studies of Ellis et al (2002) and Berenzweig et al (2004)
compared existing measures of similarity and addressed issues of consistency in human
perception of music and artist similarity. The highly subjective nature of music perception and the large variety of ways to represent and compare music in many “plausible”
ways make it hard to manually define and tweak a metric according to the characteristics of the input data and the specific retrieval task. Consequently, there exist only few
adaptable systems that employ direct manipulation of the metric as described, e.g., by
Baumann and Halloran (2004) and Vignoli and Pauws (2005). Instead of asking the
user to explicitly state how he compares music, adaptive systems aim to learn a suitable
metric from user feedback in an interactive way. Existing approaches can be divided
into two groups: Those that generate rankings based on the user-adaptive metric and
those that use the metric as means to structure a music collection according to user
preferences.
3.5.1 Adaptive Ranking
The so called “learning to rank” problem has been a topic of much attention in general
information retrieval in recent years. Here, machine learning techniques are applied
to improve the ranked lists produced by a retrieval system. Approaches include the
work on relevance feedback, automatically parameter tuning for existing information
retrieval models, or learning optimal feature combinations. Liu (2011) gives a comprehensive overview on this subject.
The content-based MIR system for symbolic music described by Rolland (2001)
adjusts its similarity model based on user feedback received during successive interactions with the user (search sessions). To model the similarity between a transcribed
query and a melody, the concept of pairings is introduced: A pairing is a part of an
alignment between query and melody that may comprise several notes and rests. Pairings can be classified into types and for each type, a weight is defined that specifies
the importance of the pairing type in the similarity computation. In a ranked list of
search results, the user can point out the correct match and optionally some reasonable
secondary matches. Given this feedback, the weight for each pairing type is reinforced
by a constant update factor if it contributes more to the similarity in the correct match
than in the higher ranked false matches or otherwise decreased respectively. This way,
the system can adapt to the user’s way of comparing melodies.
Mandl and Womser-Hacker (2002) propose to use the MIMOR (Multiple Indexing
and Method-Object Relations) fusion approach to cope with the diversity of user needs
and data properties. The idea is to linearly combine several information retrieval systems – each one presumably optimized for different tasks – using weights that can be
learned from relevance feedback of the users. Though the general idea appears promising, no publications could be found that report about an actual MIR application of
the system which has been originally developed for classic text-retrieval.
The goal of the MUSIPER system (Sotiropoulos et al, 2008) is to construct music
similarity perception models of its users through relevance feedback. The system applies Radial Basis Function Networks (RBFNs) – a special form of neural network – to
incrementally learn which subset of a set of (content-based) objective features approximates more accurately the subjective music similarity perception of a specific user.
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An evaluation that involved 100 users verified the relation between subsets of objective
features and individualized music similarity perception, while significant improvement
was exhibited in individualized perceived similarity in subsequent music retrievals.
A general methodology that allows folk-song researches to automatically generate complex task-specific similarity metrics is described by Bade et al (2009a). The
underlying similarity model is a weighted linear combination of predefined basic similarity measures. Task-specific weights are learned based on relative constraints that
are automatically derived from information provided by the folk-song researcher on
which tunes are considered to be more similar than others. Experiments on a folk
song database, revealed that the proposed approach outperforms the underlying basic
similarity measures.
McFee and Lanckriet (2009) compute a multi-modal distance metric from social,
semantic, and acoustic features that matches the human perception of artist similarity
using Partial Order Embedding (POE) with multiple kernels. This is done by mapping
the artists into m different non-linear spaces (using m different kernel matrices), learning a separate transformation for each kernel, and concatenating the resulting vectors.
The Euclidean distance in the resulting embedding space corresponds to the perceived
similarity. The constraints required to guide the learning algorithm are obtained by analyzing subjective artist similarity judgments collected earlier through the web-based
MusicSeer game for the study of Ellis et al (2002). This results in about 98.000 partial
order constraints of the form “artists A and B are more similar than artists A and
C” that can be represented as directed edges in a constraint graph with artist pairs
as vertices. In such a directed graph, inconsistencies in the subjective judgments can
easily be detected and removed by checking for cycles. This methodology for dealing
with inconsistencies is generally applicable in scenarios where similar constraints are
used. Moreover, although primarily intended to improve artist recommendations, the
learning approach can also be applied for visualizing a collection by directly embedding into the (usually two-dimensional) display space. Further work of McFee et al
(2010) focuses on adapting content-based song similarity by learning from a sample of
collaborative filtering data. Here, an extension of the structural SVM algorithm called
Metric Learning to Rank (MLR) is applied for learning.
Wolff and Weyde (2011) also use MLR for learning a Mahalanobis distance that
reflects a perceived or stated music similarity according to relative similarity ratings
by users. Their experiments are based on the Magnatagatune dataset (Law and von
Ahn, 2009), which contains similarity judgments for music clips. This information has
been collected by showing a triple of clips and asking the user to choose the most
different one. Stober and Nürnberger (2011) use the same dataset for a comparison of
various similarity adaptation algorithms. However, they model similarity as weighted
linear combination of basic distance measures called “facets”. This model is simpler
and thus less expressive than the Mahalanobis distance because it has fewer parameters
as degrees of freedom – n facet weights in contrast to a n × n matrix of covariances.
At the same time, it has the advantage that it can easily be understood and manually
adapted by the user if needed, e.g., through a simple slider interface.
3.5.2 User-Adaptive Collection Structuring
Slaney et al (2008) apply several algorithms based on second-order statistics (whitening,
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), and Relevant Component Analysis (RCA)) and
optimization techniques (Neighborhood Component Analysis (NCA) and Large-Margin
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Nearest Neighbor (LMNN)) to learn Mahalanobis distance metrics for clustering songs
by artist, album or blog they appear on. For the optimization, an objective function that
mimics the k-nearest neighbor leave-one-out classification error is chosen. Songs are
represented as vectors containing various acoustic features. From their experiments, the
authors conclude that all algorithms lead to a significant improvement over the baseline.
In particular, NCA and RCA showed higher robustness with artificially generated noisy
features.
The BeatlesExplorer (Stober and Nürnberger, 2008a) is a prototype system for
organization and exploration of music collections that adapts to the user’s perceived
similarity in that it learns weights for different aspects of music similarity. Initially, a
Growing Self-Organizing Map (GSOM) is induced that clusters the music collection.
The user has then the possibility to change the location of songs on the map by simple
drag-and-drop actions. Each movement of a song causes a weight change in the underlying similarity measure based on a quadratic programming scheme. As a result, the
location of other songs may be modified as well. Experiments simulating user interaction with the system show that during this stepwise adaptation the similarity measure
indeed converges to one that captures how the user compares songs.
The SoniXplorer (Lübbers and Jarke, 2009) shown in Figure 4 is another SOMbased system that also adapts a weighted linear combination of basic similarities. Here,
the SOM is displayed as video-game-like virtual 3-D landscape accompanied by spatialized playback of songs. Apart from moving songs on the map, the user can raise or
lower the terrain to increase or decrease barriers between regions. For the adaptation,
a target distance matrix is derived from the arrangement. Then a linear regression
learner adapts the weighting accordingly.

Fig. 4 The SoniXplorer (Lübbers and Jarke, 2009) – a prototype interface for user-adaptive
collection structuring.

An approach for hierarchical structuring of a music collection according to a userperceived similarity is outlined by Bade et al (2009b). For structuring, a hierarchical
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constraint-based clustering algorithm is proposed. It could, however, be replaced by
other hierarchical clustering techniques such as GHSOM or bisecting k-means. The
clustering process is guided by must-link-before constraints that state for a triplet
(a, b, c) that the elements a and b need to be grouped together before a or b can be
grouped with c. Such constraints can be derived in an interactive setting where the
user alters an initially unpersonalized structuring and thereby generates constraints or
from an existing user-created hierarchy. In that case, the clustering algorithm is constrained to produce a hierarchical clustering that preserves the existing structure while
discovering further clusters, extracting their relations and refining the given structure
by further data as described by Bade and Nürnberger (2008). During the constraint
clustering process, a similarity metric is learned by gradient descent trying to violate
as few constraints as possible.

3.6 Adaptive Visualization
Most of the adaptive structuring approaches described in Section 3.4 and Section 3.5.2
also provide a visualization that the user can interact with. Actions that cause an
adaptation of the underlying structuring – e.g., adding data or moving objects what
results in an adaptation of the metric – ultimately cause an change in the displayed
visualization. It is, however, also possible to adapt the visualization independently.
The visualization technique called Adaptive SpringLens (Stober and Nürnberger,
2010a,b) addresses a common problem of visualization approaches based on neighborhood-preserving projections such as SOMs, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) or
Multidimensional Scaling (MDS). Mapping the collection from high-dimensional feature space onto two dimensions, projection errors become inevitable. Therefore, some
songs will appear closer than they actually are and on the other side, some songs that
are distant in the projection may in fact be neighbors in the feature space. Adaptive
SpringLens exploits the distorted neighborhood relations during user interaction. A
multi-focus fish-eye lens is used to zoom into regions of interest. While the user can
control the primary focus, the secondary focus is automatically adapted. It consists of
multiple smaller fish-eye lenses that focus on regions that contain songs that are similar
to those in primary focus but have been projected elsewhere. This way, the projection
errors can to some extend be alleviated. The technique is applied in the MusicGalaxy
prototype shown in Figure 5.

4 Classification of the Covered Adaptive MIR Approaches
In order to provide a systematic overview of the adaptive music retrieval approaches
covered in the preceding section, a classification scheme is employed that has originally been used by Brusilovsky (1996) for the characterization of adaptive hypermedia
systems. Apart from the application area, the following dimensions are covered by the
overview given in Table 2 with additional references to the related publications and
the respective sections:
– Adaptation technique: What general technique is applied as adaptation logic?
This is the key property by which the entries of Table 2 are sorted. Further, the
techniques are grouped conceptually.
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Fig. 5 The Adaptive SpringLens visualization technique applied in the MusicGalaxy prototype (Stober and Nürnberger, 2010b). Bottom right inlet: Corresponding SpringLens distortion
resulting from primary focus (red) and 5 secondary lenses (blue).

– Source for adaptation: What context information is used by the adaptation logic?
According to the generic system model introduced in Section 2.2, this refers to
the information gathered pro-actively by the system from its context to built the
internal context model.
– Target of adaptation: What is adapted by the adaptation logic?
This refers to the means of adaptation provided by the internal adaptable system
that is encapsulated in the generic model for adaptive system discussed in Section
2.2.
– Adaptation guidance: Where does the system know from how well it performs?
This directly refers to property (2) of the definition of adaptive systems proposed in
Section 2.1. In order to adapt properly, i.e., to increase its performance, an adaptive
system needs to know how well it is doing or at least whether it is doing the right
thing or not. The system may have some internal objective function that it can
directly use to measure or at least estimate or predict its performance. Sometimes,
such a function cannot be defined a priori. This is typically the case when a user
is involved with some unknown user needs that possibly even cannot be stated
explicitly. But it might as well be that the system is just a part in a bigger system
whose goals it does not know. In this case the system requires some means to infer
information about its performance from the context.

application area
(section)

references

key recognition (3.1.5)

pitch detection (3.1.3)

chord recognition (3.1.6)
optical music recognition
(3.1.7)
F0-estimation (3.1.4)
chord recognition (3.1.6)

histogram smoothing

F0-estimation (3.1.4)

key recognition (3.1.6)

chord recognition (3.1.6)

MAP (EM)

HMM / Viterbi

probabilistic (classification) techniques

rule-based

strategy selection techniques

tempo estimation (3.1.2)

fuzzy freq. weighting

audio identification (3.1.1)
audio-score matching (3.1.1)
segmentation (3.1.1)

onset detection (3.1.1)

adaptive window size

dyn. thresholding

Reinhard et al (2008)

Goto (2001)

Bello and Pickens (2005)
Pugin et al (2007)

Sheh and Ellis (2003);
Bello and Pickens (2005);
Papadopoulos and Peeters (2007)
Noland and Sandler (2006);
Lee and Slaney (2007)
Fujihara et al (2006)

Loscos et al (2006)

Chuan and Chew (2005)

Müller et al (2009)

You and Dannenberg (2007);
Ravelli et al (2008);
Chordia and Rae (2007)
Betser et al (2007)
Montecchio and Orio (2009)
Marolt (2009);
Su et al (2009)

basic data-driven techniques using dynamic parameters

technique
(adaptation logic)

data distribution
(sliding window)

data distribution

data history

harmonic descriptor
(simple/polyphonic)

signal density
distribution

inter-onset-intervals

data distribution

source for adaptation
(context information)

Table 2: Overview of approaches sorted by adaptation technique.

a priori chord
probabilities

model parameters

path - state

pitch estimator
selection

pitch range weights

window size

threshold

internal obj. function

internal obj. function
explicit user feedback
(corrections)
internal obj. function

internal obj. function

internal obj. function

internal obj. function

internal obj. function

internal obj. function

target of adaptation guidance of adaptation
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chord recognition (3.1.6)

hypothesis search

collection structuring (3.4)
collection structuring (3.4)

SOM

GSOM

GHSOM

simulated annealing

quadratic programming collection structuring (3.5.2)

QBSH (3.1.8)
playlist generation (3.3)

genetic algorithms

optimization techniques

ranking (3.5.1)
collection structuring (3.4)

RBFN

artificial neural network techniques

rec. by listening-context (3.3.2) Park et al (2006)

(fuzzy) Bayesian net

Stober and Nürnberger (2008b)

user mood

singer errors

data

data

data

track ratings

estimated bass pitch

user interaction

explicit user feedback

internal obj. function

internal obj. function

similarity metric

n/a

singer model

implicit
(derived constraints)

explicit constraints
(adaptable!)

explicit user feedback

structure (hierarchy) internal obj. function

structure (flat)

weights & thresholds internal
(amplify response with
respect to input)

feature selection

chord probabilities

explicit user
preference

explicit user feedback

target of adaptation guidance of adaptation

weather, time, ambient context (state)
noise, illuminance

location, time, people
in the room, weather,
stock portfolio

source for adaptation
(context information)

Pauws and van de Wijdeven (2005); n/a
Pauws et al (2006)

Little et al (2007)

Rauber et al (2002);
Pampalk et al (2005a);
Dopler et al (2008)

Stober and Nürnberger (2008b)

Pampalk et al (2002);
Pampalk et al (2003);
Mörchen et al (2005);
Neumayer et al (2005);
Stavness et al (2005);
Knees et al (2007);
Leitich and Topf (2007);
Hitchner et al (2007);
Julia and Jorda (2009);
Diakopoulos et al (2009);
Lübbers and Jarke (2009)

Sotiropoulos et al (2008)

Sumi et al (2008)

rec. by listening-context (3.3.2) Guan et al (2006)

naı̈ve Bayes

references

application area
(section)

technique
(adaptation logic)

Table 2: Overview of approaches sorted by adaptation technique. (continued)
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ranking (3.5.1)
ranking (3.5.1)

multi-kernel POE

structural SVM

Moh and Buhmann (2008)

heuristics
playlist generation (3.3)

playlist generation (3.3)

case-based reasoning

Pampalk et al (2005b);
Pohle et al (2008)
Pampalk and Gasser (2006)

playlist generation (3.3)
rec. by listening-context (3.3.2) Lee and Lee (2006)

classifier fusion

Wolter et al (2008)

preference modeling (3.2)

PA-L-EX

Mandel et al (2006)

Hoashi et al (2003)

Wolff and Weyde (2011)

McFee et al (2010)

McFee and Lanckriet (2009)

Pauws and Eggen (2002)

preference modeling (3.2)

SVM

Rolland (2001)
Slaney et al (2008)

decision tree induction playlist generation (3.3)

preference modeling (3.2)

Rocchio

(other) classification techniques

ranking (3.5.1)
ranking (3.5.1)

whitening
LDA
RCA
NCA
LMNN

Bade et al (2009b)

collection structuring (3.5.2)

weight reinforcement

Bade et al (2009a)

ranking (3.5.1)

gradient descent

Lübbers and Jarke (2009)

collection structuring (3.5.2)

linear regression

references

application area
(section)

technique
(adaptation logic)

track ratings

track skips

season, month, day of
the week, weather and
temperature

track ratings

track ratings

track ratings

track ratings

track ratings

collaborative filtering
information
subjective judgments

subjective judgments

artist/album/blog
labels

alignment (pairings)

user interaction or
given hierarchy

expert classification

user interaction

source for adaptation
(context information)

implicit
(derived constraints)
implicit
(derived constraints)

implicit
(derived dist. matrix)

implicit
(listening behavior)

explicit user feedback

explicit user feedback

explicit user feedback

explicit user feedback

explicit user feedback

implicit
(derived constraints)
explicit constraints

explicit constraints

explicit constraints

song selection
implicit
(and removal)
(skipping behavior)
radio station profile explicit user feedback

case selection

fusion parameters

decision tree

kernel

decision boundary

reference vectors

similarity metric

similarity metric

similarity metric

similarity metric

pairing type weights explicit user feedback

similarity metric

similarity metric

similarity metric

target of adaptation guidance of adaptation

Table 2: Overview of approaches sorted by adaptation technique. (continued)
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5 Possible Future Developments and Challenges
As the overview shows, there has been a lot of recent development covering adaptive
recommendation and collection structuring. These are areas with a lot of potential for
user-adaptation. In this context, Section 5.1 points out a promising option for future
developments whereas Section 5.2 calls attention to a problem that arises with the
increasing number of proposed techniques.

5.1 Emergent Idiosyncratic Genres
Objective genre classification appears to be a hard task and a general applicable classification scheme which holds for everybody has not yet been agreed upon. This problem
has been bothering the MIR research community for about a decade and the question
has come up, whether it is really worth “trying to teach a computer a marketing construct” (Brian Whitman, co-founder of the music intelligence platform company The
Echo Nest). Instead of dealing with a supposed marketing construct, this paper would
like to promote the idea of user-specific idiosyncratic genres: Several studies indicate
that there might be meaningful user-specific genres emerging from usage patterns that
people consciously or unconsciously use when they access music collections or describe
music (Hu et al, 2006; Jones et al, 2004; Lee and Downie, 2004). Typical examples could
be “music for driving (and keeping me awake)”, “music for programming” or “music
to relax in the evening after a long working day”. Such genres do not necessarily need
to be defined manually – this is at least with respect to the musical content already
possible with systems like the one describe by Pampalk and Gasser (2006). As shown
in this survey, context information is already being exploited in adaptive MIR systems
and some more options are addressed by Stober et al (2009). An adaptive MIR system
could use such information to learn a model for the user-specific listening contexts and
exploit it, e.g., for better recommendations or collection structuring.

5.2 Evaluation of User-Adaptivity
With the increasing number of proposed user-adaptive techniques, the question arises
how to evaluate and compare them. Apart from different adaptation techniques, each
approach uses a different dataset, different content features and different similarity metrics. This renders any attempt of comparison under controlled conditions impossible.
Even with the same underlying dataset remains a bias with respect to the contentbased features and respective (basic) similarity measures that must not be underestimated. For instance, a user-adaptive recommender system with the best possible
user-adaptation but lack of sophisticated content-based features to work with will most
likely produce poor results. On the other hand, good content-based features can compensate to some extend for poor user-adaptation. In order to be able to effectively
evaluate and compare the degree of adaptivity, such effects should be minimized. To
this end, the authors would like to promote the idea of building a public benchmark
dataset – possibly within the MIREX – as a common ground for evaluation and development of new adaptive techniques in MIR.
Specifically for evaluating user-adaptive similarity approaches, the Magnatagatune
dataset mentioned in Section 3.5.1 provides a good basis. Apart from the similarity
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judgments, which provide the necessary information for adaptation, this dataset also
contains content-based features extracted from the music clips. Using this dataset unfortunately also has several drawbacks, partly due to the fact that it was originally not
intended for this purpose. Most importantly, the number of similarity votes is rather
small and there are many inconsistencies such as direct contradictions. However, based
on the experience gained from working with Magnatagatune, more sophisticated methods could be developed that allow to gather similarity judgments in a more reliable
way and to eventually create a dedicated evaluation dataset.

6 Conclusions
Since the first mentioning of adaptive music retrieval by Rolland (2001) almost a decade
ago, the MIR community has grown rapidly and approaches have matured. As this
survey shows, adaptive techniques have found their way into MIR systems – enabling
them to cope with the inherent diversity of both, music and users. The authors hope
that this survey promotes the further use and development of adaptive techniques in
this field as they believe therein lies one key to success of future MIR systems.
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